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POPULATION STRUCTURE OF SPRINGBoK AND GEMSBOK---------------------------------------------ON THE CENTRAL NAMIB GRAVEL PLAINS

INTRODU CT IDrJ

To know the basic parameters of the wildlife population
being managed is essential. In an arid area like the
Namib Desert which has periodic dry spells, intensive ma=
nagement is necessary if the area is to be viable at all
time So

In the past, regular censuses in the Namib~Naukluft Park
were carried out. The purpoae ' of these censuses was to
obtain periodic information on population numbers and the
areas in which concentrations occur. Because of the high
cost of conducting air censuses, the use of this method is
by necessity very limited and must be used optimally for the
time it is availab18a Hence only the areas of major game
numbers are censused and concentrating on obtaining total
game counts for these areas. The air census is perfect
for this purpose as vast areas can be economically censused
in only a few days. However, the method is limited when
it comes to collecting other, more specific information,
such as sex ratios and age structures of the population.

C8rtainly, knowing tutal numbers is very useful in managing
a game population. However, for estimating the current
health and the future fecundity of a population, it is neces=
sary to know the basic population parameters i. e. sex ratio
and age structure. The aim of this project then, was to
determine these parameters for the springbok and oemsbok
populations of the Central Namib Desert for the year 19BOo

fvlETHOD
Once a month I systematically drove around on established
roads and Classified !&.l the animals that I was able too
I used a window-mounted 15 - 60 X zoom telescope and a portable
cassette recorder to record data. All censusing was done
in the Ganab-Gemsbokwater-Hotsas triangle - the major game
concent~8tion area of the Park.
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I tried my best to ensure a random sample - hence my attempt
to classify all animals; either I could classify them or
not - depending on the distance. Special effort was made
to not overlook solitary animals as this would be easy and
would obviously bias the sampleo General censusing of the
whole free ranging population was done during the mornings
and eveningso During the middle of the day I sat at
waterpoints and collected data on animals visiting the water=
point So

For the ageing of springbok, I used the horn ageing cri=
teria described by Rautenbach (1971)0 Horn shape is the
only method available for estimating age in free-ranging
animalso This method is fairly clear-out since each age
class represents a distinct lambing season. However, since
recognizing sex in young animals is difficult and females
are about 3 months behind males in horn growth, the first two
classes for both sexes were grouped together.

This system works well up until the age of maturity - about
18 monthso After this, horn shape is too variable for
accurate ageing. Since no random sample of adult skulls
is available we have no information about age structure
over the age of about 2 years. Basically, this method
allows us to estimate herd growth rate and juvenile survival
success but ignores important managemen~~orientated infor:
mation like potential fecundity and longevity.

For gemsbok, I aSSigned animals to 4 arbitrary age classes:
Class I - Brown calves
Class II - Grey calves
Class III - Young adults
Class IV - Adults

This method works quite well, although there is often a
bit of overlap~ Unfortunately little is known about
ageing gemsbok, so these 4 classes will have to suffice
for nowo For the purposes of this study, this classification
is satisfactory but for long range management purposes we
should know more detail about the adult age classo This
method essentially provides information on recruitment and
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survival rates of the youngo

I began censusing in January 1980 and collected data monthly
until April 19800 All data for these months were lumped
togethero I again collected the same information G months
later in Decemb8ro

RESUL TE:~

SPRING80K POPULATION PARAMETERS
During this study I assessed a little less than 2000 springbok.

At the beginning of the year the population already showed
an abnormal age distribution (figure 1)0 These are fre=
quencies that you might expect in a population which is

-, ...high1Y st res sed. Th~~. .~~eX rB ti0 how eve r, is that which
you would expect, a 1 : 1 ratio or 52,7% males and 47,3%
females (table 1).

The population was monitored again 8 months later in De=
cember. At this time my observations showed a complete
absence of the subadu1t age classes (classes 1 and 2)

and a shift in the sex ratio to 37,3% males and 62,7% fe=
males (table I).

-GENSBOK POPULATION PARAMETERS
Approximately 1200 gemsbok were ass2ssed for this study.

As mentioned before, a considerable effort was made to
insure a random sample. For this reason, observations
made at waterholes were not grouped in the December - A~ril
analysis - since animals visiting waterholes do not truely
repre sent the pop u1at ion at Iarge , i. e. brow n ca1ve s don 0t
regularly visit the waterholes. However, because of a
scarcity of animals in December, all animals were grouped.

At the beginning of the year, the age structure of the gemsbok
population showed a definite absence of young animals, along
with a corresponding bias towards the adult age class (fig
2)0



The sex ratio turned out classical though (table 2) essen=
tially a I : I ratio' or. 48,0% males and 52,0% females.

The population was again assessed 8 months later in December.
The sex ratio changed little, however the age structure had
changed considerably (table 2). The December census shows
a clear decrease in the 3 subadult age classes.

DISCUSSION

SPRING80K
The January - April age structure shows a definite bias
towards the adult age class. Considering the potentially
high reproductive rate of springbok, the young age classes
are severely underrepresented. From my own non-quantitative
observations, I would say that the past (late 1979) lambing
season was not a great success. I witnessed, as did others
a number of jackal predations on springbok lambs. Also,
the grazing was showing signs of deteriorating late in 1979
and this definitely effected the lambs' ability to survive
as well as the ewes' ability to produce healthy lambs.

When the population was reassessed in late 1980, the situation
had changed considerably. No animals in the young age
classes were observed (table 1). Although the sample was
small ('- 150), this agrees with my observation that the past
lambing season was ultimately a complete failure, i. e.no
lambs survivedo

The shift in sex ratio is more difficult to explaine In
general, the ewes are in poorer condition than the rams and
under severe conditions, the rams should have a better chance
of surviving. The most likely explanation I believe is
that because of conditions in the Namib now, the rams have
become solitary and therefore more easy to overlook when
censusing •.
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The census in the early part of the year resulted in abnormal
population parameters, suggesting that at this time the
qarnshok!' population was already responding to the de tert ur a»
ting conditions (figure 2, table 2)0 This conclusion was
also substantiated by the population condition analysis
which will be discussed elsewhereo

When the situation was re-evaluated eight months later in
December, the sex ratio was essentially unchanged, but there
was an obvious absence of the younger members of the popu=
lation (table 2)0

In December the gemsbok were very scattered and had declined
in number, hence I was having trouble obtaining my quota of
observations8 For this reason I lumped all gemsbok together
regardless of whether they were seen at waterpoints or not.
As previously mentioned, the youngest age class (brown calves)
do not often accompany the adults to waterholes. So this
analysis does not truely represent the youngest age class.
Assuming that about half of my observations were made at
waterholes and the other half not, this would indicate that
I've underestimated this class by about 50%. This seems
reasonable to me and I believe this to be the case as brown
calves were, in fact very visible in December.

This however does not explain the underrepresented 2nd age
class (grey calves)~ My suggestion here is that this
class, because of the recent harsh conditions in the Namib,
did not survive. In contrast the recently born (age class
1) have not yet had a proper chance to face these G8me con=
ditions.

The question of the low first age class for both springbok
and gemsbok still remainso A 4% recruitment rate for a
population which contains 30-40% sexually mature females is
not expectedo There has been no previous studies in the
Namib, so we don't know what the usual case is~ It is
safe to assume though that during 'good vear a" the recruit=
ment rete for both springbok and gemsbok is considerably
higher than 4%0
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During the period which this study was being conducted
the game capture unit was active in the study area.
Between my first and last census period, approximately 600
gemsbok were removed from the population. This removal
should have had no overall ~ffect on the population structure,
other than just reducing the total number.



TABLE I Sll1"I!'1ARY OF DATA

Pop\J.lation parameters of springbok on the Central Namib Gravel Plains:
Jarluary - December 1980.
(I'Iethodaftsr Rautenbach, 1971)

AGE CLASSES

- -

J,9.n. ciif I 69 I 90 191 623 973 52,7

I
~2 7 I 147 219 501 874 .47,3I

I

I
I

I'J I 76 237 410 1 124 1 847I
I Ii I

01 s» iI 10 Ol- I II
l\.pril r.-' • ~ • 4,1 12,8 22,2 60,9 100,0.rota.L :

;

! ad' I 0 0 7 46 53 37,3I
I I !

~ 0
i 24-·" ~ I 0 0 65 89 62,7ucc T'.....v. I

~\T I 0 0 31 111 142I -,

I % of II Tot;al I 0 0 21,8 78,2 100,0
! I

I

S~~{
Class I &
II combined ClassTTT Class IV Class 'T N % of Total



'I11\BL:S II Sur~J\_EY OF DNJ:lA

Popu'l at i.on parameters of gemsbok on the Central Namib
::;·ravel PLai.ns : January - December 1980
\rJatel~hole animals not included in this analysis.-

AGE CLASSES

SEK
T

Bro-wn Calve s
II

Grey Calves
III

Young Adult
IV

Adult N % of 'I'o t a L

IJc:n. ao" I Hot sexed Not sexed 70 I 289 289 48, °
: I 0Q ! Not sexed Not sexed 78! 313 313 52,0
I i ~~n~-e:x:edI 36 ,103 9 I 0 148

I I ~ ~~ i 36 103 ~57 602 898
I I It) \...,1.. I
i {I'('-r-; 1 r:'ot<:>l 1J. ." I 1~1 5 I 1"1 5 67 ° 100 °._.,.' __. -'- __ c _,,-,,--'., i ,~v ! ., " ,
I ! t j

;-.- j i i !

I' ! c/ct I Wot sexed Not sexed 25 - 124 149 47,3
I 1 9. S? I Not sexed Not sexed 26 140 166 52,7
1-,---,,;,(" "\~C'P-,r-ea-I 7 I 6 0 0 1311/1__ -. '~.'U_0'--"~- _ .-- I
I H I 7 I 6 51 264 328
I % of i I! Total I 2,1 ! 1,8 I 15,6 80,5 100,0



FIG.l

AGE STRUCTURE (METHOlJ AFTER RAUTHJBACH, 1971 )
OF THE SPRIi~GBOI( POPUlATim~, CENTRAL

NAMIB GRAVEl PLAINS.
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FIG.2

AGE STRUCTURE OF THE GEMSBOI{ POPULATION,
CEr~TRAl r~AMIB GRAVEl PlAlr~S.
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CONDITION OF GEMSBOK ON THE CENTRAL NAMIB GRAVEL PLAINS-------------------------------------------------------

INTRODUCTION

Since I was already in the field collecting population
dynamics data (previously described), I took this npp ore

tunity to look into gemsbok physical condition as a changing
situation.

There were three aspects which I decided to investigate:

(1) If there was an overall difference in physical condi=
tions between male and female gemsbok.

(2) Whether animals in the vicinity of established watering
points had significantly different physical conditions
than animals which were not in the vicinity of esta=
blished watering points.. Although these two
"pop ul at i on s" would be very difficult to define and
in fact are not separate populations at all, I still
had noticed that watering points are areas where one
sees a large number of animals in exceedingly poor
condition ..

(3) Finally, I wanted to determine if the overall physi=
cal condition of the gemsbok population deteriorated
as the year progressed and if so would the male -
female conditions relationship stay the same or would
cows loose condition at a quicker rate.

[vIETHO DS

The system_ of assessing the physical condition of indivi=
dual gemsbok was developed by Hamilton (1977) as part of a
behavioural study on gemsbok in the Kuiseb River Canyon.

Individual gemsbok were graded on the 1 to 5 scale to the
nearest half grade using the following definitions:

1,0 Fully mUSCled or fat, nD ribs show.
2,0 Ribs show slightly, rump well rounded.
3,0 Ribs well defined, rump we].l rounded.
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4,0 i-;ibs protrude, rump flat.
5,0 3keletal. details well defined, rump concaveo

Animals in 8otegory 1,0 are in excellent condition and those
in category 4,0 are in poor conditiono I considered 2ni=
mals ill category 5,0 to be the "walking deadli as olthough
these animals are alive they will not survive even if op=
timal conditions were immediately provided.

All fieldwork was conducted in the Central Namib and the
great majority of observations were made in the Hotsas-
Ganab-Gemsbokwater triangle - an area of major game concen=
trations.

A Bosch & Lomb 15-60 x telescope with window. mount and a
Sanyo cassette recorder were used to make observations and
record datao

Animals were observed in two ways:

(1) By simply driving around on established roads and
stopping and assessing every animal that was close
enough to allow an accurate assessmento In this
way, the free-ranging population was assessed during
mornings and evenings.

(2) By parking at establishid watering points during midday
and assessing animals as they arrived to drink"

General census areas and specific water points were not cen=
sused more than once a montho

Animals which were within 3 km of a watering point were
considered to be lIuaterhollJ animals" and those further
away were considered to be I'non-waterhole an Lrna Ls '", AI=
though this is a very arbitrary figure and has no natural
basis it is based on our observation that "uia t erhoLe hurn s"
and crippled are usually found very close to waterpointso
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Undoubtedly many individual animals were counted more than
once, first as they approached a waterpoint and then again
out in the veld away from the waterpoint. This was un=
avoidable as keeping track of so many individuals is im=
possible. Also, I believe the rule of "assessing all pos=
sible animals" guarantees as close to a random sample as is
practical: Either animals were close enough to assesB,
or not and a special effort was made to not overlook solitary
individual So

RESULTS
Gemsbok were observed in January - April 1980 and 3gain
8 months later in Decembero A total of 1300 gemsbok
were assessed, the sex ratio of the animals observed was the
same BS that found in the whole population i. P.. a 1 : 1 rat Lo ,

(1) Condition of bulls:
At the beginning of the year the bulls were in ex=
cel1ent to good condition (mean population condition
of 1,9).. The majority of the animals were in the
1,0 and 1,5 condition classes.. (Figure I and table 1)0
By the end of the year in December the mean male
condition had dropped to 2,5 (figure 3).. The majority
of these animals ar8 still very healthy and there is
still a surprisingly large number of males in excel=
lent condition ..

(2) Condition of cows:
The gemsbok cows started out the year in significantly
poorer condition than the bulls (figs land 2). In
April, the mean condition for the cow population was
2,3 and as the year progressed, their condition deterio=
rated.. In December the mean cow population condi=
tion had reached 2,9 (fig 3, table l)w

(3) Overall condition of gemsbok population:
At the beginning of thE year the overall population
condition was good, with a mean of 2,1. Now, 8 months
later the mean condition of the population has been
reduced to 2,7 (fig 3, table 1)0
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(4) I found no overall significant difference in condi=
tion between animals which ue r-e assessed at ua t ex-oni nt a
and those which were assessed in areas a8av from water=
pointso In the case of both sexes, animals observed
at waterpointn were only in slightly poorer condition
than those that were observed away from waterpoints
(fig 2) ..

DISCUSSIOl\j
It it obvious that gemsbok bulls are normally in better
physical condition than cows. This is undoubtedly due to
the added burden of calving which even under the best of
circu~stances severely reduces the cows' conditiono As the
year progresses and the veld deteriorates, the condition of
both sexes also deteriorates but, so far, this study indi=
cates that they loose condition at approximately the S8me
rateo In the eight month period between the two census
periods, both sexes lost about 12% condition (0,6 on a S-
point scale)o I observed no intraspecific competative en=
counters as described by Hamilton in the Kuiseb Canyon
Study, so reject this factor as an explanation for the dif=
fering conditions of the seXESo It is possible of course
that if the environmental situation worsens in the Central
Namib, the displacing-dominant-bull-factor may add to the
further rapid decline in cow condition.

The fact that gemsbok do not need to drink free water, but
extract it from the food they eat is well documented (Taylor,
1969)0 However, this seems to be the case only when feeding
conditions are good. As the veld declines in quality,
gemsbok become at some stage, dependent on free water as
they are forced to eat les8 suitable foods. At this point,
drinking water on a regular basis becomes a prerequisite for
staving alive, rather than just a pleasurable or social
experience which seems to be the case when conditions are
bettero
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The differences in waterpoint vs- non-waterpoint animals are
very small. There is no significant trend towards what
I had originally planned to ~emonstrate, as the differences
are too small to be practical or conclusive. It is obvious
that these are not separate populations but it is equally
obvious to persons working with these animals that waterholes
attract a disproportionate number of sub-condition animals.
It turns out though, at this time, that these individuals are
so few in number that they detract little from the overall
"pop ulat i nn " condition. If environmental conditions were
to deteriorate further in the Central Namib, these ;;water=
hole-bumsll would undoubtedly become a more prominant element.

During the period which this study was being conducted the
game capture unit removed approximately 600 gemsbok from
the study area. Whether this sudden decrease had an effect
on the rate of condition loss of the population is impossible
to Gay at this timeo



TABLE I SlJ~-.ARY OF DATA
Frequencies of conditions of gemsbok on the Central Namib Plains,
plus basic parameters.

CONDITIONS
SE~{ 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3 ;5 4 4,5 N x S.D.

! '
! J~ne Non-Hz 0 * aa' 30 I 84 81 38 27 3 1 0 264 1,93 ,6078
I /!apoi !/!-' l(O::1-HzO n 0 8 54 95 43 40 17" 6 0 263 2,24 ,6836
, I ~ + II Combined .
I Non-Hz 0 ~~ I 38 138 176 81 67 20 7 0 527 2,09 ,6586
. I l:zO era! 22 56 103 27 17 3 2 0 230 1,95 ,5684

I }hO ~~ 4 I 50 83 38 32 18 5 0 230 2,26 ,6718
I Combinedi E'20 a:~ 126 i 106 186 65 49 21 7 0 460 2,10 ,SL~OO
i c(o(Combined ! 52 1140 I 184 65 44 6 3 0 494 1,94 ,5887

A;~il Q 0 Cocbined I 12 ! 104 ! 178 81 I 72 35 11 0 493 2,25 ,6737

,C,cD ~b~::~~:e~otalsi 6~ !~~:13~~1~~ 1~~ ~~ 1: ~ ~:~ ~:~~ ::~~~

nJn 2 Q Combined ! 0 I 3 25 46 48 25 15 3 I 165 2,88 ,6456
1),~'-' • ., ,i I'
/! :-:qo "TJ""'V"\ul"=,·L -~ 0""'" ~ i I
I 0 ;~t~l;G~~ I 1 I 19 ! 77 77 75 I 37 I 23 4 313 2,69 ,7009

* 1-:20 \'!aterpoi:.'lt,Non-H20 = Not waterpoint



FIG.l

RELAT!VE CONDITIONS OF "SUB- POPULATIONS" OF
THE GEMSBOI{ POPLJlATIOi\l IN THE CENTBAL

NAMIB DESERT.
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FIG.2

RELATiVE conDITION OF GEMSBO!{ .
GREATER VALUES INDICATE POORER

CONDITION.
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FIG. 3

REUHIVE CONDiTIONS OF GEMSSO!{: DECHfliJER 1980.
AND MEAN POPUlATlDrJ CONDITHJ~JS: APRIL 1980 AruD
DECEMBER 1930.
GREATER VALUES INDICATE POORER CONDlTlm\J:.
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